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Ripe for pickin'

Meinorial
in the design
Brother sells art by late

Check out our picks for Thursday's
2010 NFL draft -sEESP0RTS,A6

UCF student-SEE NEWS,A2

Fraternity listed as 'inactive'
National org. suspends chapter at UCF

,

JEFFREY RILEY
Editor-in-Chief

On Thursday:

Provost search open
meeting live blog .
by Jeffrey Riley
Ric~rd DeMillo, a professor of
computing and management
at Georgia Tech will be available
for questions from students and
members of the community.

,j

)

\~

;

SGA Senate meeting
live blog
by Ashley Camifax
Check out our live blog from the
final Student Government
Association Senate meeting of
the sprtng semester. -

A fraternity at UCF has
been s~spended due to
orders from its national
chapter.
.
According to the April
1 national chapter memo,
Kappa Alpha Psi's Lambda Omega chapter was
given a "cease and desist"
and told to stop all activities as an organization.
. "This means that the

chapter is officially closed
and is not authorized to
conduct business or function as an entity on or off
campus of the University
of Central Florida," said
Province
Polemarch
Ronald Range in the letter.
The ceasing of operations was connected to a
September 2009 allegation from an anonymous
call to UCF that said a
pledge had been beaten
· and came home with

Was this a good
•

decision?Tell us:
www.UCFNews.com

bruises, said Grant Heston, vice president ofUCF
News & Information.
That
complaint
spurred UCF to send an email to the presidents of
all fraternities asking
them to partake in a volPLEASESEE

UCF ON A4

by Danny Aiello
Check out live commentary and
updates during the NFL draft

m

Breaking
news on
your cell

Team APriori celebrates Earth Day with
an interactive, do-it-yourselt sculpture.

Get UCF news sent to your cell
phone.Just text the keyword
UCFNEWS to 44636.

-SEE VARIETY, A9

AROUND CAMPUS, A2

DODGING BALLS TO
HELPOUTTHE
PEOPLE OF HAITI
The Chi Alpha organization is
hosting a dodgeball tournament
to help @ise money for Haiti. The,
event is Friday beginning at 2 p.m.
until 4 p.m. on the Memory Mall.
Donations will go to help Haiti.

LOCAL &STATE, A2 -

MAN.ARRESTED IN
CONNECTION TO
FATAL CUTTING

•

year-old man in connection to a
fatal cutting incident outside a
local library. Police say two men
were involved in a fight with
Denroy Thomas at the lib@ry.

.

TEENS.GET
PROBATION FOR
) ANIMAL THEFT
Three teens accused of stealing
· animals from the Palm Beach Zoo
• in September pleaded guilty in
exchangefor a sentence of four
years probation and 500 hours of
community service.

••

•
••
•
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Forty percent of athletes who reported being involved in hazing behaviors
report that acoach or advisor was aware ofthe activity;22 percent report
that the coach was involved.
Two in five students say they are aware of hazing taking place on their
campus. More than one in five report that they witnessed hazing.
- HAZING IN VIEW:STUDENTS AT RISK, HAZINGPREVENTION.ORG

- • .• ~

by Alyssa Metsky
·
Students show why they love
UCF in the video scholarship
competition.

Orlando police have arrested a19-

Alcohol consumption, humiliation, isolation,sleep-deprivation,and sexual
acts are hazing practices common across all types of student groups.

Classes after noon canceled

SGA s~nsors video .
contestfurscholarsh1p ·

}t

Fifty-five percent of college students involved in clubs, teams and
organizatmns experience hazing.

gameshuts
downclass

by Jordan Keyes
Students looking to save or
.make some extra money took
advantag·eof the first ever
Knight's Market

-

About 1.5 million high school students are hazed each year; 47 percent of
students came to college already having expertenced hazing.
·

October

NFL draft live blog

Students barter and
trade at Knight's Market

..,

HAZING STATISTICS

JEFFREY RILEY & ALYSSA METSKY
-

. Editor-in-Chief & Contriliutlng Wrfter

Students who have afternoon classes won't
have to fight hoards of tailgating Knights fans
when UCF plays a football game on a Wednesday during the upcoming season.
Instead, they can join them.
UCF has decided to cancel classes that
begin after noon on Oct. 6, when the Knights
take on the UAB Blazers at 8 p.m. in.Bright
House Networks Stadium.
Grant Heston, vice president ofUCF News
& Information, said this has been part of the
plan since the first season with an on-campus
stadium. The plan was set four years ago that
in the case of weekday games, classes will
cease at noon of that day.
"The.mid-week game will be an exciting
change for the campus, and we're confident
that our plans will ensure a smooth experience," Heston said.
Student Government Association Senator
Sarah Bishop and Pro Tempore Joshua Miller
agreed with UCF's decision to call off classes.
They agree so much that they wrote a piece
of legislation about if.
"We-figqre that most students would want
to go to the game, and I am always down for
supporting UCF athletics," Miller said.
Resolution 42-42 officially supports the
cancellation of classes duriiig the October
game.
"I think that with the cancellation of the
classes, students will have a fair chance to
attend the football game," Bishop said.
PLEASE SEE

GAME ON A3

Trick shot star films Protest targets Publix
on UCF-area courts·
Farm workers protest
forced labor, poverty

ERIKAESOLA

RAISA CAMARGO

Contributing Writer

StaffWriter

Bruce Manley spends
his days standing behind a
counter ;lt a U.S. Bank
branch counting money
and helping customers as
a teller.
·
When he gets off work,
he trades in his professional attire and dress
shoes for basketball
shorts and sneakers. He's
played almost every day
since he was about 5 years
old.
Manley, 26, who lives
in Parker, Colo., frequently travels to the UCF area
to ftlm his trick shots.
Most UCF students
would be able to recognize the Waterford Lakes

COURTESY THOMAS LITTEER

Bruce Manleyrecords videos at area
apartment courts to put on YouTube.

and Jefferson Village
courts in a few of his
videos on YouTube.
PLEASE SEE HOOPSTER ON AS

Nely
· Rodriguez
marches with willful conviction through the rain,
chanting with frustration
as she joins dozens of others in the protest against
· Publix's corporate office
in Lakeland
Rodriguez is a farm
worker and a single mother of two who had to leave
her home because she
was unable to afford the
rent.
Working 10 to 12 hours
!llld getting paid 45 cents
per bucket of tomatoes
she picks isn't helping.
"We as workers have
been paid 30 years with
the same wage per buck-

RAISA CAMARGO / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Tomato pickers earn 45 cents per bucket oftomatoes they pidc.The woi1<ers are
asking for an increase in wages of one penny per pound oftomatoes picked.

et," Rodriguez said "Right
now, there are a lot of people, co-workers that don't
have enough to pay their
rent. They're living on the
fields."
On Sunday, Rodriguez
joined an estimated 1,000
farm workers · and sup-

porters, including about
20 UCF students, in the
culmination of a threeday march that stiU1ed in
Tampa. After the march,
protesters rallied against
Publix's refusal to adopt
PlfASESEE
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the UCF community

Celebration on the trail
The Student Government Association is hosting an Earth Day Bash
today from 10 am. until 4
p.m.
The event will take
place at the Lake Claire
Pavilion, and will include
the grand opening of the
Lake Claire Trail. There
will be a guided trail walk,
morning nature yoga, a
canoe race and a cornhole
tournament.
Call 407-823-2191 for
more information

A DESIGN
IN MEMORIAM

Tbe Student Newspaper at ll(F since 1968

April 22, 2010
Vol 42, Issue 27 • 14 Pages
The Centro/ Fbrido Futw, is the independent, studentwritten newspaper at the Unive<sity of Central Aorida.
Opinions In the Futt/11' are those of the individual
columnist and not nece,sanly thoseofthe editofial staff
or the University administration. All content is property
ofthe (,nrro/Florido Futw,and maynotbereprintedin
part or in wholewithoutpermi,~on from the pobll.sher.

Al~st friend's artwork inspires line
ADRIENNE CUTWAY

The Chi Alpha organization is hosting a dodge- ·
ball tournament to help
raise money for Haiti
The event is on Friday
beginning at 2 p.m. and will
last until 4 p.m. and is taking place on Memory Mall.
Donations of $3 will be
collected from the players.
If a pfayer cannot find a
team ofsix people, they can
show up and be assigned a
team.
Money will be donated
to the Convoy of Hope, a
disaster relief organization
for Haiti

Art students display work
The UCF Art Gallery is
hosting an open reception
of "Oh Snap!" a photography, art and animation
exhibit for graduating UCF
seniors.
The event is Saturday
from 6 p.m. until 8 p.m. The
exhibition will be on display from Saturday until
May 7 and features work
from 14 different UCF students. It is open to all students.
·
. Call 407-823-3161 for
more information

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines

you may have missed

Man arrested in connection
.to fatal cutting incident
ORLANDO - Orlando
police have arrested a 19year-old man in connection
to a fatal cutting incident
outside a local library.
Police say 23-year-old
Bradley Watson was pronounced dead at an Orlando hospital Tuesday night.
Investigators believe Watson was involved in a fight
with Denroy M. Thom.as
outside the library.
Thom.as was taken to
Orange County jail and
charged with seconddegree murder. He was
being held without bond.
It was unclear ifThomas
has an attorney.

When Joseph "Hunter"
Green, a former UCF student, passed away in January,
his older brother decided
that something needed to be
done to preserve his memory.
On Feb. 16, not even a
month after Green's dea,th,
his older brother and his best
friend purchased the domain
name for a company that
sells items that feature logo
and graffiti-style designs
·drawn by Green.
"It's art that he's given to
people and art that he's left
behind," said Brad Baker,
Green's older brother. "I've
even started to go through
journals and gather doodles."
Derf 561 Designs is geared
toward skateboarders and
snowboarders. It currently
has shirts and stickers for
sale, but will eventually have
skateboard decks and snowboards with the logo as well.
Green passed away Jan. 22
in his dorm at Southern
Methodist University in Dallas. He was a 21-year-old
sophomore.
Prior to attendfog SMU,
Green attended UCF from
the summer of 2006 through
fall 2007.
After taking some time off,
Green enrolled in SMU so he
could be closer to his sister.
Green had an intense passion for skateboarding and
snowboarding, but his plan
after college was to become a
lawyer, Baker said. Green
enjoyed drawing graffiti, and ·
it was from that love that his
brother and best friend
-decided to start the website.
"Hunter was someone like
you've never come across,
and his artwork is extremely

amazing," said Nick Vogt,
Green's best friend and
Baker's ·business partner. "It's
cool to be able to see how
Hunter saw the world
through his artwork."
The company's name,
Derf 561 Designs, comes from
a joke between Green, Baker
and several of their friends. ·
'"Derf' is a word that
evolved from friends," Baker
said. ''You say it when you do
something stupid."
The friends began using
the word after seeing something similar in an episode of
South Park. They misunder. stood the word to be "derf"
when actually, the word used
in the show was "derp." By
the time they realized their ·
.error, derf had already stuck.
The 561 in the company's
name is the area code for
West Palm Beach, the city in
South Florida where Green
and Baker grew up.
When Baker and Vogt
started the company, they
knew they had to do something special with it to honor
Green. They decided that
they would us.e all the revenue from the ·company to
h elp sponsor young skateboarders.
"We -want to try to find
kids who really love skating,
but also really love life,"
Baker said.
·
The two ' asked young
skateboarders to send them
e-mails with videos, pictures
and their background in skating. They received close to 30
e-mails from children a·n d
young adults wishing to be
sponsored, but narrowed it
down to 10, ranging from
ages 13 to 18.

.

Derf 561 Designs is still in
its infancy, but the partners
have big plans for the company. In the future, they hope to
sponsor more skateboarders,
and they're looking to re~ruit
snowboarders this winter as
well.
They also plan to have
more merchandise available
on the website.
More shirts featuring
Green's designs will be available within the next few
weeks.
Baker is organizing a
skate-a-thon, a charity skating event to help raise money
for the athletes the company
sponsors. Baker said he
hopes to make it an annual
event.
Right now, the company is
focusing on getting Green's
artwork to the public and trying to honor the memory of
their deceased brother and
friend.
"I love .wearing the shirts
because they remind me to
'derf it up' and carry on his
legacy,'-' said Tanner Bloom, a longtime friend of Green's. "I
feel privileged to have been a
part of Hunter's life and a
part of the company that now
pays tribute to the type of life
th,at he led."
A quote featured on the
company's website, taken
from one of Green's journals,
sums up Green's love for
snowboarding, and his love
for life.
"I love snow, I love its
color, the way it sits on the
branches of the trees, everything,'' Green wrote in a journal. "But above all, there is
nothing better than snowboarding."
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Teens get probation for zoo
theft of monkies, parrot
WEST PALM BEACH
- Three teens accused of
stealing animals from the
Palm .B each Zoo in September pleaded guilty in
exchange for a sentence of
four. years probation and
500 hours of community
service.
Jonathan Lopez and
Sean Patrick Harrison, both
18, and Magdiel Cortes, 19,
pleaded guilty on Tuesday
to lesser charges of burglary of a structure, grand theft
over $300 and misdemeanor cruelty to animals.
They were also ordered
to pay $1,200 each in restitution
·
Taken were Elsie, a
Goeldi's monkey, Chalupa,
a green-cheeked Amazon
parrot, and squirrel monkeys Simone, Sallie and

..

NEWSROOM

407-447-4558
Editor-in-Chief ·

Contributing Writer

Dodge balls for a cause

•

11825 High Tech Ave. Ste. 100
Orlando, FL32817

•

..
COURTESY BRAD BAKER

Brad Baker, left, started a website to sell items that feature designs by his late brother Joseph ''Hunter'' Green, right. The purpose of the company is
to help preserve the memory of Green and his art. Proceeds from sales will be used to sponsor novice skateboarders and snowboarders. . _

MOSTLY
SUNNY
High:85°

Low:62°

West northwest wind around 7
mph.
Tonight: Clear into the evening.
South southwest wind around 6
mph.

s

•
•

Friday

High:86°

PARTLY CLOUDY

Low:66°

Saturday

High:86°

PARTLY CLOUDY

Low:68°
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LET US KNOW

LOCAL WEATHER
TODAY IN DETAIL
Today Today:
Ten percent chance of rain.
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Game would disturb class
FROM

Al

.)

)

)

.
)
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,)

ASHLEY CARNIFAX
Online News Editor

Cff ARCHIVE

Traffic, tailgating and lax open container laws on gamedays were some ofthe
reasons UCF decided to cancel dasses beginning after noon for weekday games.

could be a "tremendous
disturbance to the normal
campus activities," including attending classes,
studying and parking.
"Parking issues cur-

rently exist during the regular school qay, but on a
gameday the presence of
Knight fans would lead to
further congested traffic,"
the resolution states.

SMALL PLATES FROM

')

'J

l

sf

Taste around our .new small·plates
menu of 30 items from just s3

•I

HOULIHAN'S
RESTAURANT

+

BAR

I 407.363.0043
I 407.894.3009
·8520 W. lrlo Bronson Memorials Hwy. I 407.809.0900
1148 University Blvd. I 407.770.6990
9150 International Dr.

I
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agree on fate of CRT

$

l

SGA members don't
•

The resolution passed
the SGA Governmental
Affairs Committee on
Monday.
Miller said that giving
students the afternoon off
will give them an opportunity to take part in UCF's
athletic program, which is
a vital part of the university.
"I think that being a
part of a university is
more than academics,"
Miller said. "It's about
campus traditions and
campus athletics. I'm not
here for just academics. If ·
we are having a game, I
think students should
have the ability to participate in the football game."
For some Knights football fans, UCF didn't need
to officially cancel classes
for them to enjoy a weekday game;
Chris France, a junior
in the business management program, said that
he wouldn't go to class if it
interfered with a UCF.
football game in the first
place.
"Most of the students
will not show up to classes
anyway," France said. "It's
a waste of the professors'
time to have class on that
day."
Bishop said she understands that mindset.
"If we still have class, it
could potentially make
students . miss class and
miss the game," Bishop
said.
One of the reasons for
the cancellation of classes
is the traffic coming into
campus and parking problems created from tailgati.p.g, both of1which could
make it liard to get to
class.
The SGA resolution
addresses this issue, stating that the combination
of tailgating traffic, as well
as the suspension of nor- ·
mal open container policy,

A3

2600 E. Colonial Dr.

houlihans.com
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•
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The Registration and
Travel Account, which
contains the funds that
allow Registered Student
Organizations to travel to
conferences and competitions, is projected to be
at less than 3 percent after
Thursday's Student Government
Association
Senate meeting.
The Conference Registration and Travel Committee within the SGA
Senate is responsible for
allocating funds to RSOs
and students and has seen
an increase in demand.
"Typically this time of
year demand for allocations goes down, but the
past two weeks we saw
just a little bit more allocations than we had been
seeing in the beginning
of April," said Fernando
· Gonzales, the chair of the
CRT Committee.
The account is part of
the 2009-2010 Activity &
Service Fee budget and
will be replenished at the
beginning of the next fiscal year, which begins on
July!.
SGA
Comptroller
Shane Chism said that if
the account runs out, students will have to wait
. until next fiscal year to
request funding.
SGA officials have differing
oplillons
on
whether the account will
actually run out of money,
however.
Gonzales said that he
thinks the account can
make it through the next
l0weeks.
"Demand fluctuates a
lot and seeing as summer
A is typically slower than
other semesters and

'Until Dr. Hitt signs off on the
·budget passed by the senate, we
don't have any authorization to
start making assumptions about
what will be in the budget come
July 1.'
-SHANHHISM
SGA COMPTROLLER

other summer sessions,"
Gonzales said. "We
shouldn't see any more
b>ills, and I believe $8,000
can get us through Jurie.
Of course, that can
change if everyone rushes
to the next CRT meeting."
Chism said he thinks
the account will run out.
"Based on the current
spending trends, I do
anticipate that the Senate
Registration and Travel
Account will prematurely
hit a balance of zero dollars;' Chism said. "If that
does indeed happen, the·
senate as well as the executive branch will need to
discuss the best option to
rectify the situation"
Funds from the Regisand
Travel
tration
Account come in two
forms - ·allocations and
bills.
.
· Allocations Ciffi only
be used for funding
amounts of $1,500 or less
and have a much shorter
process, so students can
receive money more
quickly.
Organizations looking
for more than $1,500 must
submit a bill, which goes
through a multi-step
process before being
signed and approved. The

entire bill process takes
eight to 10 weeks from the
time the organizati_on
drafts a bill with their
senator, to the time they
can receive their funding.
Gonzales said that
organizations that need
allocations for June
should come to the next
CRT meeting on May 17,
but otherwise should
wait until the end of June
to come in
Organizations trying
to get a bill should still
come in during the normal timeframe to ensure
that there is ample time
for it to pass through sen- .
ate and get signed
Chism said he looked
into several potential
solutions to the problem,
one of which was taking
bills and allocations for
trips that are taking place
after July 1 out of the next
budget.
He said that it is not
possible to do so because
the new budget has not
been approved yet.
''Until Dr. Hitt signs off
on the budget passed by
the senate, we don't have
any authorization to start
making
assumptions
about what will be in the
budget come July l,"
Chism said

A4
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UCFto
monitor
chapter
situation
FROM

Al

untary ceasing of pledge activities by fraternities that September.
The e-mail was sent out by
Kerry Welch, assistant vice
president of the Office of Student Involvement, and Belinda
Boston, director of Fraternity
and Sorority Life.
In the e-mail, they state that
the request was being made due
to a complaint received about a
fraternity.
The name of the fraternity
was not mentioned in the original e-mail.
"It has cc,me to the attention
of the university that we may
have a 'Major Risk Management
Issue,' involving a fraternity
within our Greek Community,"
the e-mail states.
The allegations spurred the
national · chapter to place the
fraternity on "inactive status.''
According to a release from
the Kappa Alpha Psi national
. organization, they are placing
the Lambda Omega chapter on
the inactive status list "as a
result of this notification and
based upon the fraternity's
rules and regulations ....''
Kappa Alpha Psi is listed as a
member of the National PanHellenic Council at UCF.
The fraternity is n(?t listed on
the Office of Student Involvement's website as being an official Registered Student Organization at UCF.
"At this point, the national
office is taking the lead on the
suspension, and UCF is monitoring the situation," Heston
said.
0

FROM

Al

the Coalition of Immokalee
Workers' Campaign for Fair
Food for more than five hours.
The goal of the campaign is to
increase -tomato pickers' wages
in Florida by requiring Publix to
pay a penny-per-pound premium for tomatoes purchased,
allowing a 1 cent wage increase
per pound picked, and totaling
32 cents more per bucket of
tomatoes.
CIW staff member Julia
Perkins said Publix hasn't done
· enough.
"What we're asking them to
do is to be a proactive partner in
making sure that these kinds of
abuses don't happen in their supply chain," Perkins said. "To
make that happen, you need to
have a partnership with the .
workers. An independent place
to register a complaint if there's
RAISA CAMARGO I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
something going on, where they Farm worker activists and supporters from around the country marched for three days from Tampa to Lakeland, where Publix has its headquarters.
don't have to worry about losing
company of Pizza Hut, Taco Bell, charges were brought against contracts. It's to sit down with
their job."
Florida tomato pickers earn - Long John Silver, A&W and the Navarrete family for enslav- the workers," Perkins said. "To
an average of 45 cents per 32- KFC. Several other corporations, ing Mexican and Guatemalan sit down and have dialogue
pound bucket of toinatoe~, a including McDonald's, Burger immigrants and forcing them about how we can improve the
wage that has not changed since King, Whole Foods, Aramark, into agricultural labor, according conditions so that we don't have
1978. Workers must pick two and Subway and Compass Group to a release by the U.S. Depart- to have another slavery case
a half tons of tomatoes to earn have also signed a contract, ment of Justice. The workers come out that, inevitably, at this
were
beaten,
threatened, point, will before Publix really
Florida's equivalent minimum according to a CIW release.
The CIW has not received a restrained and locked inside box decides to do what they should
wage within a IO-hour work day,
in ensuring fair wages and workresponse from Publix yet, but trucks.
according to the crw.
According to a CIW release, ing conditions for tomato pickThe campaign also demands Perkins said they will continue
_
a code of conduct to regulate to enforce the campaign.
Publix continued to purchase ers.''
Junior Carolina Agudelo, a produce from two farms - Six
Still, for Rodriguez and-many
working conditions and to avoid
suppliers with abusive viola- political science major and the -. L's and Pacific - where slav~ry · other farm workers, waiting on '
tions.
treasurer of the Youth and was
discovered.
Publix an answer isn't so easy.
Rodriguez said, like , many
UCF freshman and history Young Adult Network of the announced it suspended purmajor Nicole Godreau finds NFWM, marched to show soli- chases from the two farms a few farm worker mothers, she 'must
motivation when she remem- darity . against farm worker weeks ago.
ask for free food . at a local
bers the experiences a farm exploitation.
"Publix has said this is a labor church, but she can only do so
worker undertakes.
"Because of them is why we issue that they shouldn't get in twice a month. She said she does "One woman actually said eat vegetables, because no one the middle of, to keep it between not like living from charity but
that the patron didn't tell the else will do what they do on the _the growers and the farm work- has to provide her children with
· farm workers that day that they fields;' Agudelo said. "I've spo- ers," Garzon said. "But the Coali- food.
"This message is for everyone
were using pesticides, so [the ken to a lot of them. They've all tion of Immokalee Workers and
farm workers] all started puking eJq>ressed how they get exploit- their supporters say that's not so they can see the reality of
and passing out," said Godreau, ed, how their working condi- true, because [Publix has] pur- farm workers," Rodriguez said.who attended the march. 'Mer tions are so difficult. Many of · chasing power. They're ultimate- "For everyone who ~oes to th~
that, it was just like We need to them don't get breaks, how many ly the people that are responsible supermarkets to purchase .fruit,
speak up, this is not OK,' so that times they put pesticides while for the conditions of the work- they should think first about
just keeps me motivated to just they're still working, so many of ers."
where it came from and in what
them get skin infections."
Publix did not respond to conditions. This is what we
keep fighting."
Lariza Garzon of the National
The march was also organ- phone calls in time for publica- want: To open people's conFarmworker Ministry said the ized to bring awareness to cases tion.
science. I hope Publix sees this.
CIW has established contracts of modern-day slavery in south
'What we're asking them to [protest] and it softens their ' ,
with Yum! Brands, the parent · Florida. In one such case, do is beyond just cutting their hearts to take action."
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,Hoopster gets national attention from shots
Al

ketball court.
"It wasn't some catastrophic
"I don't know what it is, but I injury or anything, but it was
just have a natural ability for just enough discomfort that [my
-' trick shots," said Manley, whose · shoulder] popped every time I
basketball trick shot videos tried throwing or shooting overhave more than 1 million views. hand," Manley said.
.) Many viewers think ManManley started to improvise
ley's videos are fake or edited.
shots to prevent any further
''Bruce was always so much injury to his damaged shoulder.
better on the court than anyWhen he started to impro1 body else because . he always vise, he discovered his hidden
spent more time on the court talent.
than anybody else," said
"When I was playing basketThomas Litteer, Manley's pro- ball and when I had to make a
; moter, video editor and child- far pass, I started to throw it
hood best friend. "That's what it behind-the-back because for
all boils down to."
some reason, -it wouldn't put
'.J
Litteer helps promote Man- _any strain on my shoulder,"
ley's trick shot abilities so Man- Manley said. "Then I started to
ley can make a name for himself practice shooting like that."
in the basketball world.
He has caught the attention
:.i
Manley flies to Orlando so · of _many eyes on the Internet
that Litteer and his camera thanks to his famous behindcrew, which are based in Orlan~ the-back shot.
. do, can, film Manley's trick
Shaquille O'Neal challenged
' shots.
him to a game of HORSE, Ash"A lot of people count out ton Kutcher gave him a shoutBruce when they see him on the out on Twitter and he recently
1) court," .L itteer said. "But then
won a $1,500 Spalding iHoop in
after they see him play, they a contest sponsored by NBA
think he should be a [Harlem] player Gilbert Arenas called
Globetrotter."
"iDrop Jaws." ·
After injuring his shoulder
"I've been in a few contests
while playing baseball when he before where I knew I had the ·
was young, Manley found new best entry but I got screwed
ways to get creative on the bas- over," Manley said. "It was great
,l
· FROM

COURTTSYTHOMAS LITTEER

Bruce Manley, who has gained YouTube notoriety because of his basketball trick shots, hopes to set a record for the world's longest behind-the-:back shot.

winning because Arenas picked
me, but I'm going to sell the
hoop because I need the
money."
Manley has decided that his
new goal is to set a record for
the world's longest behind-theback shot. There hasn't been a
record officially established, but

10AM-2PM GUIDEOTRAIL WALK
(on the 1,eginning of every hour)
W,11lk with a student expert along with new Lake Claire
tratl loop. Thie area le unf(\ue to UCF and rich In
natural and cultural history.

12PM REIAY CANOE RACE
12:SOPM MORNING NA11JREYOGA
2PM AF'fERNOON NA11JRE YOGA
2:50PM KILL·A-WAff SCHOLAR5HIP ANNOUNCEMENT'
Join UCF'e Suetalnabll~y &Energy Manaeement Department ae they
announce the G_rand Prize e99ay wtnnere for the KIii-A-Watt Student
Energy Convereatlon Competition and give out$ 3,000 In prlzn and
echolarehlpel You can afeo get Involved and anewertrlvla ctueetlone
to get prizes; get Involved to reduce you.r energy coneumptionl

2:45PM UCFDINING'S RECYCLE MANIACS
After a mad daeh to the flnleh fine by all collegee Involved, RecycleManla
hae offk;lally ended for 20101 The UCF Facll~e and Saf8ty Department
will announce how UCF stacked up agalnet laet year In our recycling.
~ an.:t UCF Dining Services Suetalnal:,lltty will announce the one
ettulent recipient of 25 free meale at Marketplace and Knlghtro'e from
the reeldentlal houelng complex that recycled the moet at UCFI

3PM CORNHOLE TOURNAMENT

ONGOING EVENT&.
Tye Dye (FREE SHIRT) - Self-guided tours - Canoe/Kayak rentale
- Cornhole gamee - ~ounce Houee - Tal,llng - Slackllnine
- Knlghtcast Music - Live Acoustic Music
- Carl,on Footprint Calculator

Manley has already contacted
Guinness World Records and
plans I to attempt a full-court
shot.
"It would be pretty cool to
say that I have a world record,"
Manley said. "I just want to
prove to everyone out there that
wh.ilt I do is real."

He hopes to attempt the
record sometime later this year,
and surprise his millions of .
viewers on YouTube, just like he
has been surprising people on
the basketball court his entire
life.
"It's pretty fun, surprising
people," Manley said.

CHECK OUT THE CFF'S LIVE BLOG OF THE NFL DRAFT ON THURSDAY AND FRIDAY, GO :o !'/liVWUCFi,ift'i/5. ·~) .'.
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Woman's golf

ts falter in conference tourney
KEVIN HALL
Staff Writer

FOOTBALL

FORMER DOLPHIN TAYLOR
SIGNS DEAL WITH NY JETS
NEWYORK - letthis sink in for a
moment Jets fans: Jason Taylor is now
one of yours.
Yep, the same player who has called
you ignorant and classless, and said
your'H-T-S!" chant was dumb. The guy
who has been the target of your boos
for years.
Well, it's time to forgive and forget.
The former Miami Dolphins
linebacker-defensive end agreed to
terms with the AFC East-rival Jets on a
two-year contract Tuesday, bolstering a
defense that ranked No. 1 in the league
last year.
"Do Iexpect them to hate me some?
Sure;'Taylor said. 'We've had a long
history of going back and forth. We lost
a lot of games to those guys for a few
· years. That wasn't fun. Iwas a big boy,
and Ialways came back and added
more fuel to it. It's a rivalry. That's the
way it's supposed to be:'
The 2006 NFL Defensive Player ofthe
Year visited the Jets two weeks ago but
left without a deal, pondering whether
to sign with New York or wait to see if
Miami would re-sign him after the
draft. After vaca_noning in Costa Rica
- last weekend, Taylor decided to go with
Rex Ryan and the Jets.
''The Jets have given me an
opportunity to play;' said Taylor, the
NFl.'.s active sacks leader.''They want me
there. It's pretty flattering and
humbling that I'm the free agent they
want to go after: a35-year-old
defensive end-linebacker from Miami
who has been a pain in their butt."
Jets nose tackle Kris Jenkins said
Taylor will be embraced by the team.
"Ithink he will be agreat addition to
the team with his athleticism,
experience, and wisdom;' Jenkins told
The Associated Press in an e-mail. 'We
have had time to get past the fishy
smell of his' past, but now he will be
enveloped with the fragrant smell of
Jet fuel! Go Jets!"
At a 30-minut~ news conference at
hisfoundation's offices in Weston, Fla.,
Taylor said he fe~red the Jets' offer
would be the only one he would
receive.

BASEBALL

DENVER - Colorado Rockies
·president Keli McGregor, who parlayed
a lifelong love of sports into a short
stint in the NFL before embarking on a
career in the baseball bosiness, was
found dead in his hotel room in Salt
Lake City on Tuesday.
Detective Rick Wall said two of
McGregor's associates couldn't get in
touch with him and that someone
entered his room at The Grand America
Hotelin downtown Salt Lake City and
found the 48-year-old McGregor
unconsciousTuesday morning.
Police were called about 9a.m. MDT
and emergency workers arrived on the
scene and were unable to revive him.

- ASSOCIATED PRESS
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UTEP.
Freshman Carolin Pinnegger was the only Knight
to finish in the top-20, ending in a three-way-tie for
15th at 10-over-par 223. Pinneger and fellow freshman
Valentina Fontaine have
been the top finisher for the
Knights in eight ofUCF's ll
tournaments this year. This
is the second tournament
in a row that Pinneger has
been the Knights best fin-

isher. Ashley McKenney of ,
Tulane took home medalist
honors with a 3-under-par
210.
The story of the touma- t ·
ment may have been senior
Victoria Tomko's improvement throughout the championship. Tomko ended the '
first day of the tournament
with an 83, but shot a 1under-par 70 in the final
round.
She had an incredible
hole-in-one on the 162-yard
par-3 seventh hole, a. hole •
she struggled on in the first
two rounds. Her strong
final round allowed her to
finish in a tie for 22nd at 13· over-par 226.
PLEASE SEE

SHOT ON A7

NFL DRAFT

Man's golf

TooSoon~er

NCAA

.,

bid rides
~I

onC-USA

title for
Knights
MIKE BALDUCCI
Variety ,Editor

SUE OGROCKI / ASSOCIATED PRESS

Oklahoma OB Sam Bradford is expected to go No. 1overall to the St. Louis Rams in tonight's NFL Draft after the Rams let go of long-time starter Marc Bulger.

To fill hole, Rams need Bradford at No. I

ROCKIES PRESIDENT FOUND
DEAD IN HOTEL ROOM

r,

COURTESY UCF ATHLETICS

Freshman Carolin Pinegger was the only Knight to finish in the top 20 at the
C-USA Championship. Pinegger tied for 15th at 10-over-par 223.

The women's golf team
struggled in its final tournament of the regular season,
finishing in eighth out of 10
teams that participated in
the C-USA Championship
this past weekend.
The championship was
hosted by Southern Miss at
the par-71, 6,144-yard
Cranebreak Golf Club in
Hattiesburg, Miss. Thirtysecond ranked Tulane University won the C-USA
crown.
However, the Knights
did end on a good note by
recording its best team
score of the championship
on the final round of play

Tuesday. The team shot a
16-over-par 300 Tuesday
after tallying a 310 and 301
in the first two rounds. The
Knights finished with-a 59over-par 9ll, just one stroke
away from seventh place
Southern Miss and nine
strokes from sixth.-place

Here's how the first
round could play out
based on team's needs. It
is likely that there will be
trades given the recent
draft history but nonetheSports
editor
less,
William Perry and Variety
editor Mike Balducci take
their best shot at how the
first .r ound could shake
out tonight

MIKE BALDUCCI
Variety Editor

1.St.Louis
Needs:®, WR. CB
William Perry's pick:

® Sam Bradford, Oklahoma
.Analysis:
Though
Bradford isn't the top
player in this draft; the
Rams let go of long-time
starter Marc Bulger in the
offseason, so taking Bradford No. I is a no-brainer.
Mike Balducci's pick:
QB Sam Bradford, Oklahoma
Analysis: AJ. Feely is
the best quarterback on

Sports Editor

the Rams' roster right
now. As appealing as
Ndamukong Suh or Gerald McCoy are, they have
to upgrade at®·

2.Detroit
Needs: S, DT, RB
WP
pick:
DT

Ndamukong Suh, Nebraska
Analysis: Suh is one of
the best pure talents to
come out of college in
recent years, and will have
an immediate impact for a
Detroit team that has
struggled tremendously
on the defensive side of
the ball the last few years.
MB
pick:
DT
Ndamukong Suh, Nebraska
Analysis: He won't
·absolutely dominate like
· he did in college, and his
skills are still a bit raw, but
he is going to immediately
make an impact on a tertj.ble Lions D-line.

3.T!!mpa Bay

Needs: DT, DE, WR
WP pick: DT Gerald

McCoy; Oklahoma
Analysis: Tampa Bay
couldn't stop anyone up
PLEASE SEE

QB ON A7_

Senior stats:

Rated the No.2overall player available in
the draft by ESPN's
ScoUB Inc., Suh won
the Outland trophy
as the top lineman in
2009,collecting 82
tackles and 12 sacks.

Junior stats:

Rated the No.1 overall playt'r available in
the draft by ESPN's
ScoUB lnc.,McCoy
left after his junior
yt'ar after recording
32 tackles and six
sacks in 2009.

Forpidrs 11-32 of

A year ago, Simon
Ward, Brad Schneider and ,.,
the UCF men's golf team
headed into the Conference USA Champi<>n:;hip
as a team on the cusp of
landing an at-large bid to
NCAA Regionals.
This year, the team's
only hope for ;i bid is ~~
through a C-USA title.
From Sunday to Tuesday, the Knights will face
off against Southern Miss, .,
Rice and the rest of C-USA
at the conference championship at RedTail Golf .,
Club in Sorrento,·Fla. The
Knights will look to repeat
as C-USA champions, but ·
nothing about · the 2009
team is the same as its '08.
predecessor besides the

name.
"It's an entirely new
team," head coach Bryce
Wallor said. "It's a different team, a different season."
All things considered,
the Knights, ranked No. 52
by Golfweek, have had a
successful rebuilding sea.:.
son. They took first place
at ·their home event, the
Rio Pinar Invitational, they
discovered a consistent
top-line play~r in Nuno
Henriques and Schneider ~
has continued to grow as a
player.
And all this came after
losing the team's No. 1 player to the Asian Tour,
the C-USA rookie of the
year to a transfer, and their
head coach to Auburn.
Despite these drastic
changes to the program,
Wallor feels that his team
is loaded with talent, and
that they possess one substantial advantage heading
into the C-USA Championship:•the Knights, Ward
especially, have a history

the first round:
www.UCFNews.<D1T1

PLEASESEE

KNIGHlS ON AS
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QB Clausen could go in top 10
FROM A6

the middle last season, but a
big, athletic qody like
McCoy sure would make a
big difference.
MB pick: DT 'Gerald
McCoy, Oklahoma
Analysis: The Bucs are
happy with any pick that
falls to them at No. 3, and
they always feel safe taking
a solid defensive player
such as McCoy.

Analysis: The Redskins
addressed their need at Q!3
by acquiring Donovan
McNabb; now it's time to
protect him.

5. Kansas Gty

Needs: LB, OT, S
WP pick: LB Rolando
McClain, Alabama
Analysis: McClain's ability to defend the run and
pass would be a huge benefit to a struggling Chiefs D.
MB pick: OT Bryan
4. Washington
Bulaga. Iowa
Needs: ar, OG, S
Analysis: The team
WP pick: OT Russell nee~ help all over, and if
Okung, Oklahoma State
they can't trade down to
Analysis: The Redskins land more picks, they'll go
lost All-Pro left tackle Chris .safe with Btilaga.
Samuels to injury and
retirement, and with new 6.Seattle
pope for the passing game
Needs: OT, CB, DE
with the addition of DonoWP pick: OT Trent
van 'M cNabb, the Skins Williams, Oklahoma
must take Okung.
· Analysis: Seahawks Q!3
MB ,pick: OT Russell Matt Hasselbeck hasn't
Okung, Oklahoma.State
been able to keep from

Shot at NCAA
bid still possible
FROM A6

being on his back, a tackle
for Seattle here makes the
most sense.
MB pick: CB Joe
Haden, Florida
Analysis: Hasselbeck is
still serviceable, the 0-line
is adequate, but the
defense is leaky. Haden
can step in and be the best
route-reader on the team.

7.0eveland

Analysis: The Raiders
need to help protect Q!3
Jrunarcus Russell any way
possible, that's why an OT
at this pick makes the
most sense.
MB pick: Q!3 Jimmy
Clausen, Notre Dame
Analysis: Kyle Boller,
Charlie Frye, Bruce Gradkowski and Jamarcus Russell, something's got to
give. Honestly, no one
knows what Al Davis will
do, but going with a solid
Q!3 would be smart.

Needs: S, DE, Q!3
WP pick: S Eric Berry,
Tennessee
·
Analysis: For a Browns
team that has tons of
needs, Berry is a tremen~
dous value at No. 7.
MB pick; S Eric Berry,
Tennessee
Analysis: At some
point in these early picks,
a team is going to have to
draft the best player available, (BPA) despite the
player . not necessarily
being a team need ~rry
reminds scouts of Ed
Reed, and with comparisons like that, it's going to
be difficult for Cleveland
to pass.
·

Needs: WR.®, DT
WP pick: QJ3 Jimmy
Clausen, Notre Dame
Analysis:
· Trent
Edwards and Ryan Fitzpatrick . aren't franchise
Q!Js; Clausen is.
MB pick: WR Dez
Bryant, Oklahoma State
Analysis:
Terrell
Owens is out, Lee Evans is
a solid No. 2, and although
the Bills would go Q!3 if
Clausen were still available, Bryant is a playmaker they're looking for.

8.0akland

10.Jacksonville

Needs: DT, ar, Q!3
WP pick: OT Bryan
Bulaga, Iowa

9.Buffalo

cessful
'We lacked consistency this year overall,"
Trimble said 'When we
were on, we were on,·but
when we were off, we
were way off."
Over.ill, the team had a
solid regular season.
Every player in the starting lineup had a top-10
finish this year and the
team won the opening
tournament of the spring

Analysis: Bryant is the big,
playmaking target the Jags
have been searching for for
years at the WR spot.
·
MB pick: Q!3 Tim Teb ...
Just kidding. LB Rolando

McClain, Alabama
.
Analysis: Slower than
most pro linebackers, but the
marginal speed issue shouldn't sully his reputation
against the run.

UNNERSITY
WALK-IN
MEDICAL
CENTER

Needs: LB, S, WR
WP pick: WR Dez
Bryant, Oklahoma State

season. A strength of the
team is it's plethora of
young talent, setting
things up for years i:o
come. Four of the starting
seven are freshman, with
Victoria Tomko as the
lone senior.
'We're an awful young
team ... I think the freshman got some great experience this year," Trimble
said. "They learned a lot
and I think we'll be better
for it going forward"
· The Knights must wait
until next week to hear
from the NCAA selection
committee on a potential
bid to the NCAA Regionals, which ·the team has
reached each of the past
two years.

Despite the growth
during the season, firstyear coach Courtney
Trimble felt the team
lacked a consistent level
of play that could have
helped them be more suc-

JOERAYMOND/ ASSOCIATED PRESS

Notre Dame QB Jimmy Clausen works out at his pro day. Clausen comes into
Thursday's NFL Draft as the top-rated quarterback after Oklahoma's Sam Bradford.

"The Doctor Is Always In"

Urgent Care Medical Services
Provided By Board Certified Physicians.
No Appointment Necessary.
. 11550 University Blvd. • Orlando, FL 32817

407-282-2044
Hours: Monday-Friday 8ani-8pm
Saturday-Sunday 9am-5pm
Open Most Holidays

UniversityWalkin.com
Most Insurances Accepted

(Located less than 1 mile from UCF,
on University Blvd., between Rouse Road and Alafaya.}
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USF Launches

School of Global Sustainability

T

he University of South Florida. has launched a School of Global Sustainability with the
goal of finding solutions that are ~oth locally relevant ilnd globally ·significant. The ·
interdisciplinary faculty and students will lead cutting-edge efforts in areas of w ater
resources, global health, renewable energy, climate issues, the built environment, the coastal
environment, change polices and more .

,.,

.

Key Functions of the School

•

•
•

•
•
•

Utilizing a virtual research and education environment for faculty and students;
Finding new research paths for tacklipg p ervasive and persistent sustainability problems;
Preparing students to become leaders_in green careers with our unique distance-based
(with residency p eriods) Master of Arts in Global Sustainability.
(Apply now at www.sgs.usf.edu)

The USF Sch ool of Global Su stainability - A b old vision tp.at cannot b e confined by walls!
For more·jnformation , please visit http://www.sgs.usf.edu

•
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GOING AWAY FOR

THE SUMMER?

DON'T
FORGET
y.,....,._____

· Please make arrangements with the Pharmacist to
. ensure you have the necessary refill! to get you ·
through the summer. Do not wait. Override
authorizations may be requiredfrom your
insurance provider.

Pharmacy:
Knight Aide:

407.823.6337
407.882.0600

Knights experience at
tourney an advantage
FROM

A6·

of success at RedTail.
Ward posted an 11under 205 at RedTail in
2009 to take first place
and lead the Knights to
the C-USA championship. Another year of
three sub-70 rounds
would be a huge help to a
Knights team that has
struggled· to find a true
No. 1 golfer this season.
- "Nuno, Brad and
Simon all played fantastic
there, so they have a lot of
experience," Bryce Wallor said
An improved Schneider will look to improve
on his 4-over 220 from
'08, and after a strong end
to the regular season,
everything looks to be
falling into place for the
sophomore.
Schneider was the
only Knight to shoot even
or under par at the BancorpSouth Intercollegiate
(April 5-6) and Hootie at
Bulls Bay (March 28-30),
and he took second place
at the Rio Pinar Invitational (March '15-16) with ·
a 5-under 211.
·
Wallor said that another advantage the Knights
hold at RedTail will be
their experience with the
grass. RedTail uses
Bermuda grass, a type of
grass that is used on most
greens in Florida, and a
type of grass that the
· Knights are comfortable
putting on.
The team's main
strength, Wallor said, is
each player's short game,
but their main focus this
season has been to
improve their attitude.
"Mental focus is not
something we were great
with at the beginning of
the year," Wallor said.

•

••

<•

COURTESY UCF ATHlfTICS

·•

Sophomore Brad Schneider heads into the C-USA Championship playing his
best golf of late. Last year, he shot 4-over 220 at the C-USA Championship.

"Before winning, we have top-five finishes (T-5 at
to go out with the right BancorpSouth, 3rd at ·
approach. It's something Memphis Intercollegiate,
this team has worked par- .3 rd at Aldila Invitational).
The Owls, No. 61, put
ticularly hard on. That's
something
we
did together a strong fall seaextremely well at [Rio son, including a win at the
Pinar]."
. UTA/Waterchase Invita. SMU and Rice will be tional in September, and
the Knights' toughest followed it up with a concompetition at RedTail.
sistent spring in which
The No. 42-ranked they compiled three topGolden Eagles; are boost- three finishes and a victoed by a strong spring sea- ry at their home event,
son that's included three the Rice Intercollegiate.
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FOWLER THAN THE REST

AUSTIN FOWLER
Columnist

Fatty draft
would
thin out
American
laziness
COURTESY PATRICIA NUSS

The LIVE biodegradable ttructure, induding 4S0 peat pots with soil, will be on display Thursday at Lake Claire as part of the Earth Day festivities.

KERRI ~NNE RENZULLI
Staff Writer

In four letters lie what three 'IJVE.' We're promoting_living life
graduate students hope is the key fully and consideration for all the
to inspiring local communities to living creatures around"
interact with their environment on
Each of the four 3-foot cardan ~athetic level
board letters built by Mason is
A biodegradable sculpture of divided into cubbies that house
the word "LIVE''. - built by the nearly 450 peat pots filled with
. three-person group Team A Priori. organic soil and site-specific seeds.
comprising James Mason, Patricia Viewers of the . sculpture are
Lois Nuss and Ben Rupp -will be encouraged to dismantle the
on display at Lake Claire on Thurs- installation by taking a peat pot
day from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. as part of home with them.
UCFs Earth Day festivities.
Nuss will also photograph the
The team constructs typogra- viewer with their plant and send
phy-based sculptures that com- the photo via e-maiL
bine technology with the environ'We want people to walk away
ment to promote conservation and with a plant excited to put it in
individual thought
,their backyard and watch it grow;''
'We want to create something Nuss said 'We want them to take a
... that motivates or inspires," said moment to appreciate themselves
Mason, an Indian River State Col- and the tiny world we've created.''
lege digital media and graphic
In return, the creators ask that a
design professor. "It'll create a dia- viewer either leave behind a recylogue that combines the different cled project card detailing their
isolated. environmental communi- thoughts and interpretations ofthe
site's message or leave a post on
ties.''
But not every project contains the project's blog, aprioriprothe same letters.
ject2010.w-ordpress.com
''Each word sculpture is specifIdeally; after a month, the blog
ic to that location," Nuss said ''If will also feature follow-up photos
we were putting this in a dog park, of each visiting participant and
the word would have to be some- their plants.
''It would be great if after seeing
thing different For our first sculpture, though, we chose the word this, people just considered differ-
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ent ways to handle the environment through technology and art,"
Rupp said 'We want to show them
a twist on caring for the environment, use a different technique to
show concern for the environment"
The blog also features geocaching, an interactive Internet
game involving GPS. Coordinates
detailing the location of sculptures
are posted on the blog for anyone
wishing to find the installations
and take a piece home.
.
The inclusion ofthis interactive
element was Mason's idea. Each of
the three members worked to
bring their varied personal interests and skill sets to the project and
incorporate them.
''Trish [Nuss] really wanted to
include everyone's interests in the
project," Rupp said ''I love typog- .
raphy, so we used words as the'
form of our sculpture. I'm not a
huge sculpture fan, so· I took over
the graphic side making 3-D models in Photoshop and posters that
show how our sculpture is used
and how people interact with it"
Though the project was initially
a semester-long assignment for a
graduate level course, A Priori
plans to continue creating sculptures in public areas to promote
environmental
awareness. The team is in
talks with Wmter Park to
produce a sculpture for one
of the local parks.
''I would like to fmd a
place to leave a project
where I can document its
· decomposition with peo-· ·
pie interacting with it and
animals," Nuss said
The group hopes to,
move on to "bigger things"
in the future, maybe making a permanent sculpture
of recycled materials from
which plants can be given,
Nuss said

Here at the Central
I've
Florida
Future,
observed many important
issues that plague America: ugly people, fat people,
untalented
people,
Nicholas Cage. That's all
I've really done though. I
have never attempted to
solve any of these problems - until today.
According
to
CNN.com, 27 percent of
young adults are too overweight to enlist in th~ military. News organizations
picking up the story have
cleverly called their articles, "Too fat to fight."
Are we really putting a
weight limit on bravery?
This tells me that military
leaders don't really think
young America is too fat
to fight. They believe we
are too fat to win. That
notion is ridiculous.
Plenty of fat people
have had successful and
even athletic careers. See:
John Daly, Butterbean,
Major League Baseball.
I personally, will never
tell a fat guy they can't die
for my country. The idea
that recruiters can turn
someone away because
they have multiple chins is
unpatriotic and antiAmerican. Do you think
by turning away these fatties you're helping their
problem any? No, the]
vicious cycle continues
and our numbers. are still
lacking overseas. Both of
these problems could be
easily solved.
It's simple. A fat draft. ·
Draft cards would be,
placed inside a variety of'
fatty foods. Inside candy'
bars (Wonka style), wrappers of Big Macs, dough-1
nut boxes. You really
wouldn't have to worry.
about protest, desertion,
or burning of said cards.
because let's face it; fat'.
people are too lazy for)
I
that.
We then require that a11,
fat recruits wear garbage
I
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Gamers own at MLG digital battleground:
. MICHELLE DAVIS

GAMING GODS

Contributing Writer

Plenty of pros, an abundance
of amateurs, and flocks of fans
gathered this past weekend at
Disney's ESPN Wide World of
Sports for Major League Gaming's Pro Circuit kick-off.
This year's Pro Circuit features Halo 3, Tekken 6, and Super

TEAM INSTINCT
Sponsored by Old Spice
Won in Halo 34v4
Pnze: $20,000
MEW2KING
Won in Super Smash Bros.Brawl lv1
Prize: $2,500

Smash Bros. Brawl.

•

•

•
•

Bic's tent had screens for Halo

KOR
Won in Tekken 6 lvl
Prize:$2,500

3 in a free-for-all competition

where professional players, amateurs, and fans could take on each
another without being a part of a
team.
More than 200 teams of four
players each competed at Halo 3
in the first of a five-city US Pro
Circuit tour competition.
The Pro Circuit tour will end
in a championship event with a
$100,000 prize.
Competing against the best
players in the world, team
Instinct took first prize for the

MICIIEUE DAVIS / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Team Str8 Rippin,a Halo 3 team sponsored by Dr Pepper, won more than $50,000 in Major League
Gaming competitions in 2009 and began the 2010 MLG season at Disney's ESPN Wide ~or1d of Sports.

season's opening event, earning
them $20,000.

Sponsored by Old Spice,
Instinct's players - Roy, Lunch-

box, ElamiteWarrior and Cloud
- won for the first time as a
team.
· Instinct was the first team to
win an event in the 2010 season.
Roy and Lunchbox have been
in the finals of Halo 3's 4v4 competition the past two years but
have not come through with a
PLEASE SEE

GAMERS ON Al0
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Gamers get the green for MLG wins
titions, these players are
offered an opportunity to
compete, improve skills
and socialize.
"This is unique," Rizzo
said. "Everyone here has a
common interest, and you
get to meet people from all
over the world. Everyone
you play online comes
here, and you get to meet
face to face."
Most professional players are sponsored to compete.
Sponsors such as Stride
gum, Doritos, Old Spice,
Bic, Dr Pepper and Hot
Pockets guarantee at least

pumps you up even more."
In 2006, MLG signed its
victory until now.
first multi-year sponsorCloud won last year's ship deal. In 2008, there
national
championship . were 250 members.
and has followed up on
Now MLG is the largest
that with a season-opening professional video game
victory to kick off league in the world, and
Instinct's season on the team tickets to this year's
right foot.
Pro Circuit event in Orlan"The thrill [of profes- do sold out in three hourssional gaming] is unlike at $240-each.
anything I've ever felt,"
MLG targets about 40
said Bryan Rizzo, a.k.a. · million gamers in North
Legit, from the team Str8 America, all of whom pasRippin. "Everyone's watch- sionately and competitiveing, and when you do ly play video games as a
something good, everyone social activity.
gets excited, and that
Thrqugh MLG's compeFROM A9

<.I

some cash to their players, but if the players
don't perform, their
sponsorship may be cut.
Stride sponsors individual players, and Old
Spice, Hot Pockets and
Dr Pepper sponsor their
own teams.
.
Dr Pepper's team, Str8
Rippin, has consistently
placed among the top
competitors.
"Not many people .get .
to say that they are the
best in the world" said
Charles R. Thomas, Str8
.Rippin's manager.
The MLG season will
continue in Columbus
from June 4-6, head to
Raleigh Aug. 27-29, move
on to Dallas from Nov. 5- ·
7 and end at the MLG
Championships, which
MICHELLE DAVIS/ CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE
does not yet have a date The 201 OMajor League Gaming season kicked off the weekend of April 16 at
or location set.
Disney, which induded competitions in Halo 3, Tekken 6and Super Smash Bros.
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University for

ds~

Creative

~Ont=neDeg,,aes
Bachelor's
Computer A nim ation
Digital Arts & Design
Entertainment Business
Film
Game A rt
Game Development
Music Business
Recording Arts
Show Pro duction
Web Design &
Development

Master's
Entertainment Business
Game Deygn

Associate's
Graphic Design

Bachelor's
Com puter Animation
Entertainment Business
Game'Art
Game Design
Graphic Design
Internet Market ing
Music Business
Web Design
& Dev elopm ent

Master's
Educat ion Media Design
&Technology
Entertainment l;lusiness
Entertainment Business:
with a Sports Management
Elective Track

Internet M arketing
Media Design

fullsail.edu/ CreotiveMinds

407.679.6333 • 3300 University Boulevard • W inter Park, FL 32792
Financial aid available to those who qualify • Care?r development assistance • Ac~rodited University, ACCSC • ()2009°Full Sail. Inc.
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The National talks Bonnaroo, tours
JENNIFER ROSS
StaffWriter

•

This year's Bonnaroo
Music & Arts Festival features a lineup of musicians, comedians and
films that takes its eclectic
nature to a whole new
level
Everyone from Dave
Matthews Band to Stevie
Wonder to Conan O'Brien
will be gracing the festival's many stages in Manchester, Tenn. Jl,lile 10 to 13,
and many lesser known
artists playing this year
will have a unique opportunity to grow their fan
base.
Just weeks before the
festival kicks off, The
National,
·Cincinnati's
indie
darlings
who
released the highlypraised album, Boxer, in
2007, are releasing another
LP, Hzgh Violet.

The band will be playing this year's festival for
the second time, having
first joined the lineup after
Boxer was released
The Future spoke, with
Aaron Dessner, g6itarist of
the band, who dished on
~ expectations for Bonnaroo, the band's previous
festival experiences and
what they have in store
once the summer· festivals
come to an end

Central
Florida
Future: What are you
inost looking forward to
about your performance at
Bonnaroo this year and
how do you think it's going
to differ from your past
performances there?

C.F.F: What are some
of your favorite festival
experiences from the past?

Dessner: Like I said,
Bonnaroo in 2007 was
great for us. It really
helped launch Boxer, I
think. We did a festival in
Aaron Dessner: I Denmark called Roskilde
actually don't.know what that was really amazing.
stage we're on, but I'm We played there in 2007.
assuming it will be a big- That summe.r really
ger stage than what we launched Boxer in northplayed after Boxer came · ern Europe. It really kind
out. So that should be a of helped us a lot to be able
thrill to see. It's always to do that.
crazy when you get up
There was a massive
there and there's a sea of crowd and they were really good. There's a great
people out there.
The audiences at Bon- small festival in Germany
naroo are really enthusi- · called The Hal~em Pop
astic and kind of happy Festival that's. great and, I
and full of energy. Usually don't know, we had fup. at
you get a lot of energy Aust41 City Limits. I think
back from the crowd and Bonnaroo is ·unique
that really drives us and because of where it is and
that's a great feeling. I'm it gets people from all over
lioping we're there the , the country, especially
same days as Baaba Maal from all over the Midwest
and the South to come out.·
and, Stevie Wonder they're just legendary
people and Kris
C.F.F: Do you know
Kristofferson, but I don't . what your plans are after
),mow. We know Ashley you guys get done playing
Capps, one of the ,people festiv.µs this summer?
involved in Bonnaroo,
D~er:·We're actualwho created Bonnaroo, so
I'll have to get in touch ly playing festivals pretty
with him and see if he can much all summer, with a
put us on the same day, few breaks here and there.
although it's probably And then in the fall, we're
·already predetermined.
going to tour in the U.S. in

Slim down and soldier up
FROM A9

garbage bag could double
as a body bag. We know
bags over their gear. The how America likes to cut
logic beh,ind thisjs that comers with its budget.
garbage bags are incrediThink about it like
bly hot. Th6se who could this. Ifwe send all the fatpower through the pain ties overseas, then none
and suffering would of them will be stateside.
sweat, lose weight and Operation Obesity Eradibecome bitter killing cation could be nothingmachines. Those that but a success. With all of
didn't would probably . them making us proud,
pass out and die. And the we could.save billions in

not having .to advertise
the
food
pyramid,
healthy lunches or light
beer.
Who knows? Maybe
fat celebrities like Oprah,
Rob Reiner or that blob
from the movie Precious
could get starring roles in
a new generation of war
movies.
This could only mean
good things for America

September and October and
get through the Southeast
and Florida and up to the
Midwest, and then go to
Europe in November and
December. That's as much as
I know right now.
C.F.F: Can you describe
to me a little bit about your
day at a festival as opposed to
your n.o rmal touring regiment?

De.mer: Playing at festival, I find it to be easier for us
because we're not under the
microscope as much. Oddly,
the bigger the crowd gets the
more you don't feel like people are staring right at you,
kindofthing.Solwouldsay
that our music might be better suited to being in a theater - to being in the dark - .
COURTESY PHOTO
but w..e have a lot offun at fes- Aaron Dessner ofThe National, playing
at the Ju!y 2009 Bluesfest in Ottawa.
tivals.

The new Master of Planning in Civic Urbanfsm will provide the ski lls
you peed to help cities and towns shape their futures..The program
at Rollins College comb.in.es classroom wor:k, professional expertise,
· studio projects, and internships to pr.epar-e you for a career in either •.
private practice or government.
·

· WEDNESDA~ APRIL 28, 2010, 6:00

p.m. ,

Bieberbach-Reed Conference Room

"'

Cornell Campus Center, Rollins College

Join us for an information session
Learn more about tf)e program and mee't professors ·
Bruce Stephenson and Richard Foge/song; who are
leading experts in urban planning and sustainable
urbanism and will be directing the program.

RSVP: rollins.edu/hoit or 407-646-2232
•'

ROLLINS
EVENIN'G

UCF, we are
your Summer
Storage Solution.
• n.o long-term lease required
• no deposit required
• ,units available in
5'x5' to 1 5'x30'
• 24~hour video surveillance
• open 7 days a week
• locks, boxes and
moving supplies
• free moving truck
rental*
I

.
,

Call TODAY.
and ask about
our student
discounts.

...
I

(~

•
•

407.936~STOR
or

407.936.7867

(Sl~RSAFE)~ply
PREMIER RV, BOAT AND SELF STORAGE

1811 Rinehart Road, Sanford, Fl 32771

.www.storsafes,~lfstorage.com

FLORIDA MALL

MAITLAND

8001 SOUTH ORANGE BLOSSOM TRAIL
407.859.7844

1351 SOUTH ORLANDO AVENUE
407.622.7663

I

I
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OUR STANCE

Canceled class is

·i.

good game plan
W

e are happy to see
days. There are some stutoo. At the least they don't
that UCF was able
dents, alumni and communihave to worry about giving a
to execute the plan
ty members that attend every PowerPoint presentation to
they put in motiop years ago
football game at UCF. The
an empty room.
crowds are so large that parkregarding football games
As long as UCF does not
ing can be a nightmare. ·
scheduled at the same time
schedule several games for
as classes.
.
UCF did not want stuthe season on days typically
On weekdays that UCF's . dents stressed out because
· reserved for classes we see
football team plays in Bright
they are trying to find a park- no problem with this plap.
House Networks Stadium.
ing spot and get to class withWe all pay for the athletics
like October 6, classes that
out being late.
program in our fees, anyway.
begin after noon will be canGetting a parking spot on
Once the program is more
.celed.
a regular day is hard enough.
established, it can stand on
It will allow students to
Add all of the extra fans into
it's own and be a greater asset
participate in UCF's.athletic
the mix and you are waiting
to the university.
department Perhaps you are
for a disaster to occur.
Weekday games are a
a student that does not norSince the idea of classes
solid move raise the profile of
mally attend football games.
after noon being canceied on a young program, because
Without the fear of missgamedays has been around
the generally get more attening class you should attend at for several years, we hope . tion from the sports netleast one game. If nothing
everyone is happy. We do not works, rather than compete
else you can see why SQ
want the athletic schedule of
with the bigger games on the
many people love UCF
the university to make the
weekend
sports.
lives of professors more diffiAllowing students to
That love is another reacult.
enjoy all _a spects of their unison UCF decided to cancel
Hopefully they can enjoy
versity, including sports, is a
classes after noon on gamethe extra time on these days,
smart play by UCF.

·I

Take.time.
to help victims

f y~u did not know, April
is sexual assault awareness month.
UCF Victim Services is
partnering with Victim Ser- ·
vice Center of Orange County Inc. and the Sexual
Assault Treatment Center of
Orange County - part of
the VSC - and holding an
underwear drive in an
attempt to raise awareness
about sexual assaults.
The Under Aware campaign is accepting donations
of new packets of men's and
women's underwear in all
adult sizes.
They have boxes set up in
the Student Union by the
information desk, in the ·
community relations office
across from the bookstore, in
the Victim Services office on .
Research Parkway and in the
Health & Public Affairs
building by the elevators.
This community initiative
is about raising awareness
on a subject that is often
ignored by people until they

become a victim themselves.
Besides raising aware-'
.A report on sexual assault ness, the drive is providing
among college women
supplies that are needed for
released in 2000 by the ·
· victims after they visit a vieNational Institute of Justice
'tim services resource center.
found that during the course
The people responsible
of a .typical college career,
for the drive are trying to
one in four women would be · comfort victims of sexual
raped Of the campus vieassault in the UCF and
tims in the study, 90 percent
Orange County communireported they knew their
ties.
rapists.
·Help the Victim Services
The victims also noted
staff help sexual assault viethat almost 60 percent of
tims by donating a packet of
attacks that occurred on
new underwear this month.
campus took'. place in the
. It is not an expensive
victim's residence, 31 percent project, and you'll feel good
occurred in other living
knowing you helped somequarters and 10.3 percent
one who is going through a
occurred in a fraternity
horrible experience. ·
house.
If you can't find time durIt is easy to forget that
ing the last week of classes
sexual assaults are prevalent and finals, then spread the
on college campuses. Colword o:n Facebook.
lege is a· fun place, and UCF
· We urge you to fmd the
always has activities planned link for the Under Aware
for its students living on
drive on the Orange County
campus. This campaign ·
Victim Service Center's
plays the needed role of
page, www.victimservicecenkeeping students aware of
ter.com, and share j.t with
dangerous situations.
your friends.

WHAT YOU ARE SAYING

ON UCFNEWS.COM

Calabrese shines, wins
starting QB job
CALMRESE WILL PROBABLY START
THE SEASON OPENER, DO HIS USUAL
DEER-IN-THE-HEADLlGHTS ROUTINE,
AND BE REPLACED. IT'S THE SAME
STORY EVERY YEAR .
- TEXAS KNIGHT

Too bad Godfrey is a thousand times
better than Calabrese.

L. HALCOMB / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

LOOKING FOR GUEST COLUMNISTS
Wantto get your voice heard? Have astron~opinion on something?
Why not use your campus paper? E-mail Opinions.CFF@Gmail.£om ifyou are interested.

No longer betrothed
after each semester
At the beginning of
ach and I'm almost cerevery semester I am
tainly going to pass out.
newly engaged, like a
I hope I don't distract
bride to be, optimistic
and embarrass all the
and excited.
guests - my classAll of my school supmates. .
plies are shiny and new
The day after fmals
like a sparkly diamond
is similar to the "wedring.
ding blues." In case you
t practically skip to
are not up-to-date on
my classes because I am
wedding slang, the
LACY PAPADEAS
Guest Columnist
delighted to acquire all
blues are when the
of this new information
bride gets depressed
my professors· so graciously hand
because so much effort has gone
out along with months worth of
into that one day, and when it's
assignments.
. finally over, the little hamster in
As the semester progresses my her head realizes that she is runOP.,timism turns to realism, and
ning on her wheel for nothing.
then it turns to concern as my iniAnd all of a sudden her life is
tial ideal situation shows me its
at once pointless. She must have
true colors. I become confused as
thought about something before
all the nasty little secrets my
she started planning her wedding.
classes hold are coming to light.
She did have friends and hobbies
opposed to bridesmaids and
Then the doubt sets in.
I start to wonder if I am comappointments with wedding phomitted to the right "guy'' because
tographers and cake chefs.
this engineering one is really comBut the bride can't, for the life 1
plicated and can be pretty boring
of her, remember what that life
at times.
was.
He is such a snazzy dresser,
Although the semester has a
though, and believe it or not he
similar affect on me I am confihas a great sense of humor. I supdent I'll remember what that thing
pose I really do love him in spite ·
called free time was all about.
·
of his faults.
And if nqt, there is always next
By the time the wedding rolls
semester wh~n I can think about
around - otherwise known as
getting a new, less demanding
fmals - I feel a knot in my stomrelationship.

.,
.,,

MAN ON THE STREET
T H E

Students apply in-class
. knowledge at festival

.)

WORD

CAMPUS

'Thoughts on domestic

This is a very well-written article. It
seems that the author did her homework
because it is interesting and very informative. Perhaps we will be able to have our
own Film Festival here in Central Florida

partner benefits?'

- ANONYMOUS

Benefits not offered to all

-ANONYMOUS

I don't see why they don't offer these
benefits, it should not matter based on the
persons sexual preference and/or relationship.
I could have sworn peoples private lives
should had no effects on their
Just my opinion, but does it take all this · business/careers.
to become a member of such a prestigious
- ANONYMOUS
organization, when these young men partake in activities such as this it only goes to
show that they care more about themselves
that the organization.
Remember ''Nupes" no one is above the
fraternity.
Yours in the Bond
WOAH! That guy sounds awesome! "He
- NUPE86 said that access and quality are a false
dichotomy." "He said getting feedback from
students
and RSOs also helps."
Looks like Brock was right after all ...
He's like Obama to Bush...compared to
- IFC our current provost, lol

UCF fraternity suspended by
national chapter

•
•

KATIE PARRISH

GABRIELLE ISAAC

Political science, senior

Ceramics, senior

History, freshman

''They should receive benefits.·
Why not?"

"Idon't know why UCFwouldn't. It doesn't make sense."

"Everybodyis equal and
deserves equal treatment, benefits and rights regardless."

JANAY BADGER

NICOLE SHERBROE

LINDSEY BAKER

Psychology, junior

Digital media,freshman

Film, sophomore

"It should be just as equal for
those that have domestic partnerships. Partnerships should
hold the same weight as a
married couple does."

"Ithink it's kind of ridiculous. I
think benefits should go to
everyone regardless of age,
race, sexual preference, any- ·
thing !Ike that."

MICHAEL MAGUIRE

April 19 provost open
meeting live blog

I.

- NIKKINICHO
~

I

"If they're recognized by the
state as a domestic partnership,then theyshould be recognized ~.fiU~Fto have to
same be
." ·

•

I

.,
~)

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classijieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: 11825 High Tech Ave,

Online, phone, fax,
in person:
10 am. Fri for Mon. issue
4 p.m. Wed. for Thurs. issue

VISA, MC, AMID(,
Discover, Cash, Check

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS
Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817

[407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

RATES

CLASSIFICATIONS

PAYMENT METHODS

Rate
100 Help Wanted: General
C

125 Help Wanted: Part-Tune
.150 Help Wanted: Full-Time
175 Business Opportunities
200 For Rent Homes
225 ForRentApartments
250 Roommates
275 Sulllease
300 for Sale: Homes

C
C
B

B
B
A
A

B

325 For Sale: Automotive
350 ForSale:General
375 ForSale: Pets ·

B
A
A

400 Services
500 Announcements
600 Travel'

B
A
B
B

B

EamEx!ra~

5

MakeEx!ra~

Pac•.a --Dorm

• Me}OJ a ~ allege

kl $1fi0 per day benJ a Mystery
$h:wlr.NoEl<paierre

S1l..dert?
. Do }OJ need extra irmrre? •
Stlrt'.P-' cmn orine rusnesst

Req..ired. Gal 1.fil}-7224791

Do you need safe, reliable, and hassle-free summer
storage or shipping? We provide simple and
economical solutions.
· Prices as low as $639 per mo.
and no long term commitments.

$400,$1,300+- ro:rne potential
www.Pay4Aa1Es.rom

l?ARTENDERS WANTED.
$XO a day p:lfentialN:i
El<paierre ~ T ~
Proii:led.f¥J318+0K
407-442-2656 ex. 107
_ PIT CJoooy ~ associale
posisoons avai. I\A.lst Lo,,e Dogs.
VetA<Emel Exp. a i:u,!
Lreaoons il O!lard:> ard Salford

2br/2.SJa Cent:> For Rent
Vdoria Piles.10 rm frm1 LCF
$900m:>.Pool,Gyrn,Dog Rui.W/0.
Pets Weblme. 407-200-1923 or
sfei15@ilrrci.rom for rrore ilfo.

-W-..dog:layafterrooneremal resune to
Joos@d:Jgjayaftaroon.net

We pick up and deliver to your door.
Sign up today at www.pacadorm.com and receive a
20%early sign-up discount!
813-541 -7730
m LuxubusApt Funy Furished

OlwJla 3/312. saeened !X)OI,
lake!ront, age maser bectoom
. with oh, !X)OI sel'ke.
$1250hronlh Cal 4 0 7 ~ .

Front Desk Atlam'ds. PIT $8 kl $11
a, h:lll; deperdrg on 9l<pelierre.
Exp w/kds ard OJITµiler slqfts a pus.
.klTl@ReftexGyrmasocsnet

Menchie's Frazl!ll Yogurt of
Win!Er Pari(, Fl is llOIN hiring for
day mid evening shifts. Contact
menc'1leswP@menchies.com.
YNNi.menchieswinterpmk.com

w/1\00denfkxlls. 1 rrikl LCF.
$500$595.lro. Frei:Jcre'Mlt1
lakeview. Bonus lrd 954{3044333

Ht.ntas Reseive Cent:> for rert
1100SF2 bw/.2balh. Lpslais
Erd uit with W/0. $1CXX}l'ronth.
cal Oa,407-W-2219.

.koyl¢@eathlnk.net

$425m:>.(2)g roorns.aval w.i::lean
cµet. gal ~ J:IUI.
Pool tY.l n1e1ret, cable, W/0,
~ - 5 rri. kl LCF & Vet:;. 321243-7170 or Ditlet@SJl.rom

$450tno. util nd. 1 ROO'n avail il
4 t:dm fur'i91ocl tune. Gated
coomrny w/ !X)Ol 15 min frm1
UCF. Females J)'ef, ral-STilker.

2 Bd'25 Ba TOMtune with
atta:hed~for~.
Par::ss 1he sll9et frm1 LCF.
Income reslricoons ~ tv1cM3 il
Special with mention of tis a'.l.
Gal 407~4-TT73

B!i'Ca~798-6516

Last room awiL for clean, quiet
and resp. senior or !Jllduale
student In Immaculate 3'2 home
near UCF. $400tno. + 1/3 util
No pets please. Avail asap.
Call 407-715aR!.

ASHlr--.GTON PARK SUB, 1 mie

E 01 LCF off N Ta,ner. Like OOH,
walErfront 3/212. Screene:f p:>rch.
$1400tno. lrd lawn sel'ke. No
Pets, Avaia:ie 55. 407.ffl5.9659

3-6 Fem rm-srmkirg Uriv!Dea,
T<1M'h:u:le For Rent 2 Bdl2.5 Ba txJlh
masas, a1 ~ irdtmJ. 112
rri. frm1 LCF, W/0. Avail NaN.
$75/ltro. Gal 407~106583

Uti. nd. Yrlease407-628-2267
1 room avai in 2/1.5 Ncn&T:okrg
Female J)'ef. $550.tm. 100 a1

1: :1t!~~.m!m..1;;
Pf Cus1ome,- Gae/ Elilfrg Rep.
~ ~ l-bsl!)ime.CDJ'l, one o(_
1he lagest illElret seM'e web
hJslrg J7(l',mS il Roma
$8,,$10tY
Emci tv®rattne.can

Cqll 352-004-$23

UCFtNE ORl,ANDO

Room la' rent in m tune il
Ast-t-gb1 Pclk New c;v-ddean.
5 mils from UCF. (:)Jet
a:rnm.nity. Hgi-speed i1lerret,
v.ieless, ard Jre'TIUTl cable.
$495tnoublild.
Gal407~

Coooal Poi1te l..uxlJy.Apts
1 & 2 Becrooms Free W/0, !X)OI,

fitness centa', palm.
2300 Eron Cr. 407-67M001

one femae roorrmale reedoo to
s11ae a beautilu m muse il
Walafordl.ales.

summer Jobs
400• CO-Ed Camp • Eight Weeks

Roam and Board Included
Set Paid to Playl
The RoPida Bks Youth Camp (FEYC)
needs mate Summer Camp Counselors
ages 18 and up. FEYC Is an overnight
camp locabld off o1
Highway 450 in Umatilla, A..

GalJanetbrdelals: (305) 200- .
3831

5

3
5

6
4

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD

. lntema!ional CUtual Excha"ge
~
:Earn
~ ro:rne ploci'g ard
&.pel',S~ hgl schod excharge
stu:lenls. \tiJileer rostfumlies
a&) needa::I. PromJle v.or1d
peooe! (BOO)GO-ARCE
or www.aooe.org

15 Angle function
16 Barely flowed
17 Hairy "pet"
18 Father of Sam
and Charlie
20 South Pacific site
of large stone
statues
22 Casual evenings
23 Dull
27 One might be
snappy
30 Antivote
31 _ Kan: Alpo
rival
32Somegame
enders
34 They c;ome and
go
35 Continuously
By Jack Mcinturff
39 Enter
5 Star sci.
41 Search stealthily
610% of DXXX
42Abate
7
Apprehension
43 Rosemary's
8 Catch from a pier
portrayer
9 "The Soloist"
46 Hides
co-star
SO Mind
10 Robbery
53 Clinton Labor
accessories
secretary Robert
11 Nttrogen-based
54 Asian draft
dye
animal
12 Something that
57"AllofMe"
goes with
actress whose
breakfast?
first name is a
. 13 Psyche parts
hint to this
1~ Avis lead-in .
puzzle's theme
21 Samuel Johnson
60_onthe
work
shoulder
61 Author _
24"You bet"
25 Allred E.
Rogers St.
Neuman is its
Johns
62_sci
26
~~.;,.d
63 Pointed end
transports
64 Feature of
28 LAX posting
Oregon sales
29 Court decision
65 Singles
· maker
66 Latin I word
33 Indy 500
DOWN
advertiser
1 Go up
34 Mask
2 Angora fabric
35 Ownership call
3 Sad, to Sarkozy
36 Speech
4 Churchill or
hesttations
Roosevelt, e.g.
37 Malarkey
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Last issue solved
38 Happy, for one
39 Hair stiffener
40 Geisha's sash
43 Spareribs
separator
44 Keen on
45 Musical direction
after ritardando,
perhaps
47 Gap
48 Mercedes sedan
category

49 Quaint retail
word
51 Tony winner
Tharp
52 Sweater
synthetic
55 Peevishness
56 Les Etats57 Data-sharing
syst.
58 Chapel vow
59 Ease, with "up"

Sol~tion and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

Cbseto UCF. Corrm:n aea Ml.
Rent ild. walEr; yald & pest oontrol
$Z37Qtro. 1 Monthsrentdep. 1 yr
lease, sats ALg 3rd. QI 407876-f'Rfil or 407-408-0003

Gated~ pod, & utioos
rd.xJedl Females oriy please.
May 1 • MdALgust. $400trooth.
. No:lle: 727421-8313 for rrore ilfo

Rwn for rent in m Begn. May
1st to ALg 2nd. $515tno util ild.
CaJe, WiR lr1anet, W/0. Cal
m -675-0003 or ~@y.mo

Place Classifieds

ONLINE
· in the
(enttal 1loriba '1ttuft
for as low as $5 an issue!

www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

V{alkin:

Call in:
407-447-45 55

Thursday puzzle:
Hard/eve/

9

8

..

6!

Monday puzzle:
Easy/eve/

2 1

3

For Rent 6 Bedroom Home

1/1 il4/4<¥Jla!Bocrowalk

- The camp l'IIIS from .1111814111-August 7111

•

tune $420tm or $320 ea for 2 il
ex. lcrge Mas1ef' BS, walk-ti d:Js.

Utilbtlle. 15 rm to LCF. AvaJ
raw. Qsooiza::l lease avai.

Please contact Krys Ragland at
800-523-1873 ext 251 or
352-455-4287

3

color, say

SUMMER JOB

, -1

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3 box
contains t he digits 1
through 9 with no
repeats.

ACROSS

$425m:>free tffl'l1emet
cµet,sa1e negt.oihlcd 1orm
from LCF -954·0071223

OVIEOO 2/21211009:11tferred
yad, tieflClor, nearOHS, mallard
O;iecb b'ke trai, $850trooth. Gal
407-oo&G648

AIRLINES ARE HIRII\G- Tran for
hgl pa~Awiloo Mailterare
Ga'eer. F A A ~ pogan.
Fi1mal aid wq.iaified - 1-bJsrg
avaiatje_ CAU.Alliati:n Institute
d ~ (888)349-5387.

© Puzzles by Pappocom

6
4

8
8 5

2

7
3

$J3

sLildo lku

4

9

..

$J.9

$9

1 Tsp. and tbsp.
5 Old orchard
spray
9Abu_
14 Separate by

Avaioole 611/10
Beau1ifiJ, re-xival0:l 2/2. ci.plex
9fiO sqft OOH !f4Jia"res. 2 miles
kl LCF. ~.pe!sOK
$1cmtrot Sec dep 407-35%001

lirriler Ridge Cmnp is looking
. for male counselors for the
i.p:omlngsummer. Get out of
the Florida heat mid join us in
the Shel Ill ldoah moun1ans of
. West Virginia.We provide
salmies thatCOYef evaything
on Cll11p groir,ds. V1Sitwww.. ~fDfiAoutan
appllcation.

\

8

6

7

Stwents reedoo/'SAP. Earn LP

Rate(

$}3

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering asuccessful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours aday

.B

700 Worship
800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted

100

,~,

First issue:
Each addl issue:

RateB

Log on:

www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

11825 High Tech Ave.
Suite #100 ·
Orlando, FL 32817

•

.,__A14

•
•

www.CentralFforidaFuture.com

April 22, 2010 • (entn{ '1oriba '1tture

